A multi-agent system is described that uses software agents to represent objects in a chosen real world environment. Each agent has structure having certain characteristics where a relation with other agents can be established if the other agents have characteristics that are suitable to the requesting agent. The multi-agent system is able to perform dynamic negotiations autonomously between agents so as to establish relations when a new event enters the system or to offer compensation to modify existing relations and to self-organise to optimise the overall value of the system.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Offers</th>
<th>Product class</th>
<th>Cost</th>
<th>Time of delivery</th>
<th>Agent's gross margin</th>
<th>System gross margin</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

FIG. 14

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Current average price</th>
<th>Increase or decrease</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
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AGENT, METHOD AND COMPUTER SYSTEM FOR NEGOTIATING IN A VIRTUAL ENVIRONMENT

RELATED APPLICATIONS


[0002] The present invention is concerned with managing a virtual environment and is particularly but not exclusively concerned with software agents and a computer system for executing such agents. The invention is also concerned with a method of simulating a real environment and of managing demands and resources using a simulated environment.

[0003] Computer simulations of real environments have increasing importance in the modern world. Many systems, traditionally placed under human control, have recognised the benefits of automatic control performed by computers. This is evident in most sectors, for example an industrial production line, auto-pilot function on aircraft, etc. The considerable processing power and consistency of output afforded by modern computing platforms, have resulted in the growing trend for placing systems under computer control. The level of autonomous behaviour, that is independent of human intervention, is governed only by the perceived intelligence of the system.

[0004] Computing concepts such as artificial intelligence, fuzzy logic, neural networks, etc are often used to increase the so-called “intelligence” control of a system. In particular, the growth of so-called “agents” has increased. An agent, as described herein, is a software object capable of communicating autonomously and intelligently with other agents.

[0005] A system can be modelled by identifying the key elements of the system and then developing specialised agents that have the same properties and attributes to represent those key elements.

[0006] The problem of the allocation of resources is well understood for the case when all resources and all demands for resources in a system are known in advance, and can be solved using existing technology. However, real market conditions are so turbulent that often the demand for resources is subject to frequent and unpredictable changes. The allocation of resources is dynamic. Under such conditions algorithms for the allocation of resources must include a provision for frequent and rapid re-allocation. Conventional programs cannot cope with these conditions.

[0007] Multi-agent systems offer an effective method for the dynamic allocation and re-allocation of resources to frequently changing demands.

[0008] One object of the present invention is to provide a modelling technique, and components associate therewith capable of the dynamic allocation of resources in a system.

[0009] According to a first aspect of the present invention there is provided an agent adapted for negotiating in a virtual environment, the agent comprising: an agent descriptor implemented as an executable program and comprising a set of properties which determine the negotiating characteristics of the agent; and an agent body implemented as an executable program and comprising at least one sensor for receiving information from the virtual environment, at least one actuator for interacting with the environment, and a decision engine operable in an active state during a predetermined time period to execute a decision making process based on the information received from the at least one sensor wherein the decision engine is operable to establish a relation with another agent in dependence on the negotiating characteristics and to determine a value representing the quality of the established relation.

[0010] According to a second aspect of the present invention there is provided a method of simulating a real environment by creating a virtual environment comprising a plurality of agents as described above, the method comprising: for at least some of said agents, invokes an active state of the agent for a predetermined time period; for each active agent, implementing a decision making process based on the information received from the at least one sensor according to the negotiating characteristics of the agent to determine whether a relation can be established with another agent; and after said predetermined time period invoking a passive state of the agents, wherein said agents have a free or paired status and wherein paired agents hold a value determining the quality of the relation they have established.

[0011] According to a further aspect of the present invention there is provided a method of operating a computer to implement an agent adapted for negotiating in a virtual environment, the method comprising: executing a first program defining an agent descriptor comprising a set of properties which determine the negotiating capability of the agent; setting up an agent body by providing at least one sensor for receiving information from the virtual environment and at least one actuator for interacting with the environment; and executing a second program to implement a decision engine associated with said at least one sensor, said decision engine being operable in an active state during a predetermined time period to execute a decision making process based on the information received from the at least one sensor according to the negotiating characteristics of the agent wherein the decision engine is operable to establish a relation with another agent in dependence on the negotiating characteristics and to determine a value representing the quality of the established relation.

[0012] According to yet a further aspect of the present invention there is provided a method of operating a computer system to manage demands and resources, the method comprising: generating a scene representing the current state of resources and demands; instantiating a plurality of agents as executable programs, including a first set of resource agents representing resources and a second set of demand agents representing demands, wherein each agent is operable to exchange messages with another agent and comprises a decision engine for executing a decision making process based on information from the scene and messages from said other agent to implement a relation with said other agent and to associate a relation value with said relation; and comparing that relation value with a reference value for the relation to determine whether the relation is satisfactory or not.

[0013] According to another aspect of the present invention there is provided a computer system configured as a virtual world representing a real world, the system comprising: a first set of demand agents implemented as executable programs, each comprising a set of properties representing demands in the real world; a second set of resource agents implemented as executable programs, each comprising a set of properties representing resources in the real world; and associated with each demand agent and resource agent a negotiating characteristic which determines the ability of the demand agent or resource agent to be offered a position in the virtual world.
representing resources in the real world; wherein the demand agents and the resource agents are operable to negotiate by exchanging messages, said messages containing said sets of properties corresponding to the demands and resources of each agent so that a decision engine can establish a relation based on predefined criteria; and wherein when a new demand or resource enters the system, an agent representing the new demand or resource is able to disturb an established relation between a pair of agents by offering compensation to improve a value representing the quality of the established relation.

According to yet another aspect of the present invention there is provided a computer system comprising a processor for executing a plurality of programs, each program represents an agent for negotiating in a virtual environment and a memory which stores a plurality of agent definitions, each agent definition having an ontology comprising a set of properties defining the nature of the agent; a set of attributes defining characteristics used for negotiating purposes by the agent; a set of scenarios executable by the agent to implement different decision making processes; and a relation quality store for holding a value defining the quality of a relation established by the agent.

For a better understanding of the present invention and to show how the same may be carried into effect, reference will now be made by way of example to the accompanying drawings in which:

FIG. 1 shows an example of a virtual world scene;
FIG. 2 shows the logical architecture of a virtual world scene according to one embodiment;
FIG. 3 shows a logistic map for an air cargo transportation example;
FIG. 4 shows the negotiations between agents in a first situation of the air cargo example;
FIG. 5 shows the negotiations for self-organization in a second situation of the air cargo example;
FIG. 6 shows an e-commerce application;
FIG. 7 shows the basic agent architecture according to a preferred embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 8 shows the components of the agent body according to an embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 9 shows a flow chart of the steps of an agent operational cycle;
FIG. 10 shows an example of an agent's metaontology;
FIG. 11 shows an example of the ontology of a car agent for the e-commerce application;
FIG. 12 shows a table of a data structure used by the decision-making machine according to an embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 13 shows the steps of negotiations between agents according to an embodiment of the present invention; and
FIG. 14 shows an alternative embodiment of the data structure used for decision-making machine.
FIG. 15 shows a client-server embodiment for implementing the present invention.

Before describing the preferred embodiments of the invention, a brief explanation of the underlying concept will be given. A virtual world is as the name suggests, an artificial system that is created in an attempt to simulate a real system. The virtual world in the context of the present invention is a system where the allocation of resources to demands takes place: Such a virtual world is created by identifying the various components of a real world system and then mimicking their behaviour using software objects that have certain properties and attributes.

These software objects are called “agents” and are capable of interpreting information received from other objects making up the virtual world. An agent in this type of virtual world may be allocated to each demand and each resource. Based on inputs, agents can make knowledge-based decisions, which are then output to other elements of the virtual world.

It will be appreciated that the inputs and outputs interface with the real or physical world to allow a user to control the system and to utilise its results. Interfaces with the real world may take the form of any known input and output devices for computer systems.

It is possible to create a virtual world using agents having properties and attributes which can establish relations with one another. Agents in the virtual world may be so-called “free” agents where there is no relation established with any another agents. In this case, free agents will try and establish relations with other agents by matching itself with other agents, which it identifies as potential partners using identifiable characteristics. Such a matching process is called a negotiation. A relation between agents is only established if all agents to the negotiation agree and the agreement will be granted only if the proposed relation meets predefined criteria. This criteria might be a matching of certain characteristics between agents, such as a particular property, attribute and/or value. This is discussed in more detail in the following.

A free agent which searches the system for a match will be in an “active” state. If no suitable match is found, the agent switches to a “passive” state and waits for an alteration in the state of the virtual world. A state of the virtual world at some moment in time is called a “scene”. Agents that have already established relations with other agents may also switch to a passive state, because they may be activated again if there is a change in the state of the virtual world. A change in the “scene” can be caused by a new “event”, i.e. the arrival of a new demand or resource causing the creation of a new agent. Agents communicate with each other and with the virtual world by “messages”.

Agents are either “free”, in a “dissatisfied” relation or a “satisfied” relation. The meaning of these terms is discussed later. When there is a change in the state of the virtual world, or at initialization, the process follows the sequence that free agents are activated first, dissatisfied agents are activated second and satisfied agents are activated last. For purposes of matching, each agent holds a minimum and maximum value for the property or attribute it is trying to match. Agents seeking to match characteristics can prioritize the particular characteristics they require. Agents are said to be ‘satisfied’ if for the established relation between the agents their respective maximum values for characteristics are met. An agent can still establish a ‘dissatisfied’ relation if the match is to an agent where the value of a requested characteristic is greater than or equal to the minimum value. A relation will not be established with an agent, if the value of the requested characteristic for that agent is below the minimum value. Thus, a relation may exists between dissatisfied agents, but an agent’s dissatisfaction is a strong reason for reconsidering the established relation and such agents are considered next in the sequence after all free agents have been checked for a suitable match. Finally, satisfied agents are
activated last to reconsider their links and if it is feasible the links are reestablished such that the total overall system value is increased.

[0037] The maximum value for agents can be set to reflect an overall average system value, for example an average market price, which is mostly expected to be achievable. However the average system value can be set higher than a readily achievable value to see if it can be attained by the autonomous matching activity of agent pairs, by using compensation to fracture existing relations. In order to break an established relation between agents, compensation is offered to those agents. Compensation will only be accepted if the re-negotiated relation is to result in a relation, which is more satisfied than the one which was broken. The effect of this is to increase an overall system value, which is a collective value based on the activity of all agents. This overall system value may for example be “gross profit margin” (i.e. money) or some other quantity considered to be paramount to the system. However, it should be appreciated that the overall system value may be gauged in terms of “user satisfaction”, or “time”, etc.

[0038] It should be noted that a dissatisfied relation could become less dissatisfied or satisfied. It is also possible of a relation to become more satisfied by matching above the maximum value through the offer of compensation.

[0039] The present embodiment will, as long as time permits or until a new event enters the system, by using the matching activity of agents have the effect of continually optimising the overall system value. The linear negotiation strategy of starting with trying to match free agents, proceeding to dissatisfied agents and finally onto satisfied agents is especially efficient if executed on a powerful execution platform, wherein agents can keep working to optimise the system. However, because of the dynamic nature of most real systems, it is often necessary to limit the time period of agent activity for each new event.

[0040] FIG. 1 shows one scene in a virtual world consisting of resource (grey—labelled R) and demand (white—labelled D) agents. There are seven agents shown 100, 102, 104, 106, 108, 110 and 112 that are interested in establishing relations. The demand agent 100 has established a relation with the resource agent 102. This relation is established as indicated by the solid line 101. The smiling faces indicate that both agents are satisfied. Two dotted lines 105, 107 extend out from the demand agent 106 towards the resource agents 104 and 108 respectively. The dotted lines indicate that these agents are in the process of negotiations, but a valid relation has not yet been established. The smiling faces indicate that the agents are satisfied with the proposed relations so far. Thirdly, a resource agent 110 is trying to establish a relation with a demand agent 112. This relation is shown by the dotted line 111 indicating that a relation is yet to be established. Furthermore, the sad faces indicate that the agents 110 and 112 do not envisage a good match, but that there is no better relation at present.

[0041] Note that either the demand agent or the resource agent can be active. That is, it should be appreciated that for the relation 111, the resource agent 110 initiates the negotiation, which is in contrast to the other relations 101, 105, 107 of FIG. 1. This is often a preferred strategy especially in a buyers market, which is in fact the case in the scene of FIG. 1. That is, there are more resource agents (sellers) 102, 104, 108, 110 than demand agents (buyers) 100, 106, 112, which means there are less buyers to be considered for the matching process.

[0042] Once a relation has been established, such a relation can only be aborted by mutual agreement. So in FIG. 1, if a new demand enters the system, it might be considered optimal to match a previously assigned resource agent to the new demand agent. However, if this is the case, it will be necessary for all agents to agree and in order to modify the existing relation, compensation will need to be offered to the original demand agent.

[0043] The principle of self-organisation is discussed more fully herein. For dynamic resource allocation in a self-organising system consider a multi-agent system given the task of allocating resources to m demands. In a preferred embodiment, each resource is characterised by a set of f features and having a value expressed in monetary units (mu). Each demand is characterised by a set of g features and having purchasing power also expressed in mu. Typically, demands arrive at the system one by one where the times of arrival and their characteristics are unpredictable. Resources may be constant or changeable over time.

[0044] A basic example of the algorithm for implementing dynamic resource allocation, comprises the following steps:

[0045] 1. An agent is allocated to the demand as it arrives to the system. The allocated demand agent sends its characteristics in a message to all free agents requesting a resource having particular features which can be paid for with a particular number of monetary units.

[0046] 2. All free resource agents having resources with the requested characteristics or with at least some of these characteristics make an offer to the demand agent.

[0047] 3. The demand agent then selects the most suitable resource agent (based on their characteristics) from those offers and a match is established.

[0048] 4. If no suitable resource agent is free, the demand agent seeks to obtain a suitable resource from a previously allocated resource agent, by either re-negotiating with the respective dissatisfied demand agent involved with the established relation or alternatively offering compensation to a respective satisfied demand agent for modifying its already established relation.

[0049] 5. The demand agent to which the offer of compensation is made then considers the offer. The demand agent only accepts the offer if the compensation enables it to obtain a different suitable resource with improved matching criteria, i.e. closer to (or even above) its maximum value. If the offer of compensation is accepted, this has the effect of effectively reorganising the whole system, wherein the previously established relation between the original demand and resource agent is modified and a new relationship between the new demand and the released resource agent is established.

[0050] 6. Process steps 1 to 5 are repeated until all resources are linked to demands and either no established relations can improve or until the time period available for allocation has been exhausted. That is the above process is repeated until an optimal allocation of resources has been achieved within the constrained time period.

[0051] Consider the situation where at one moment in time a scene may exist where the relations between agents are satisfied and the system is in equilibrium. However at a later time, a new event is input into the system. Such an event might be a new order where a demand agent is created for this order
and the system will autonomously modify existing and/or establish new relations among the agents with the end result of increasing the overall system value. This capability of autonomously re-negotiating relations in a multi-agent system is known as “self-organisation”. A multi-agent system has a system in equilibrium at one moment in time where resources and demands are matched optimally. Then if an event such as a new demand disturbs the system, the system dynamically allocates resources by performing self-organisation and at a later time the system is again in equilibrium, although now the relations may have been modified with the effect of optimising the overall system value by offering compensation to agents with existing relations.

Dynamic allocation of resources is where resources need to be allocated or demands for these resources change during the allocation process in an unpredictable manner. Examples of dynamic resource allocation include:

Production logistics, which relates to the allocation of materials or components to production facilities, for example assembly robots, conveyors, metal processing machines, etc. A logistics application may have the added complexity of requiring components to be specified in time and space (see later) or frequent changes might be made to production specifications.

E-commerce, which relates to the allocation of goods or services (supply) to customer requests (demand) when customers or suppliers unpredictably join or leave the allocation process.

Staff scheduling, which relates to the allocation of tasks to staff in a business operating in a highly dynamic market.

The first two applications will now be described in more detail.

FIG. 2 shows the logical architecture of a virtual world scene according to one embodiment where every virtual world scene is defined in terms of doubly linked lists. Such a logical architecture is used by a processor to execute the various elements of such a scene. Consider a first scene defined by the lists 252 and 254 where the first panel list 252 is a list of 1 to N descriptors of agents used in the scene and the second panel list 254 is a list of 1 to M relations between agents in the scene. The relations 264, 268, 270 also contain a status of the list of relations. So FIG. 2 shows that there is a first relation 264 between a first agent 258 and a second agent 260 and it is an established connection, whereas a second relation 268 is between a plurality of other agents but that the status is still in the booking stage where negotiation is ongoing between suitable agents but an established relation is yet to be reached.

As a consequence of these doubly linked lists 252, 254 a processor is able to proceed from every agent 258, 260, 262 or relation 264, 268, 270 to its neighbour. The logical architecture of this embodiment allows these lists to refer to one another so that agents can find their relations and other agents, with whom these relations have been established. In this embodiment, the agent and relation panels 252, 254 are also divided into panels of active and inactive and satisfied and dissatisfied agents in order to reduce the processor time for searching the execution queues to the system dispatcher. The system dispatcher is responsible for generating the clock cycle for agent operations and for controlling the execution of the objects of a virtual world scene.

Consider the specific logistics application of an airship cargo transportation system as shown in FIG. 3. For logistics applications it is often necessary to consider additional factors such as space and time, which requires a scaled map of site locations and routes with their respective dimensions and to consider at what time a resource should be allocated to a demand. FIG. 3 shows the logistics map of the airship cargo virtual world where there exists a network of sites 120, 122, 124, 126, 128, 130, 132 for loading and unloading cargo from airships, each site being labelled with a capital letter A to F and the centre site with letter O. Also, the routes between these sites are shown with their respective dimensions d1, d2 and d3 where d1=500 km, d2=250 km and d3=150 km. Two airships are used to transport cargo between the sites. Agents are assigned to each of these airships and are referred to herein respectively as “A1” and “A2”. FIG. 4 shows the negotiations that occur between a new order assigned the agent referred to herein as “O1” and the agents A1 and A2.

The airship represented by agent A1 has a cargo capacity of 100 tons, moves at 10 km/h and has relatively high operating costs of 7 mu/km. The airship represented by the agent A2 has a cargo capacity of 10 tons moves at 15 km/h and has an operating cost of 3 mu/km.

Situation 1:

On 15 September the system receives an order for the transportation of a 5-ton cargo from site A to site D (500 km distance) for 15000 mu. The deadline for the cargo to reach site D is 20 September. A1 is free and located at site E, while A2 is currently transporting a previously accepted order to site C. To plan the operation, a first order agent O1 is created and assigned to the order. Agent O1 sends a request with details of the required cargo transportation to both A1 and A2. Having considered the request, each airship sends its offer to O1.

A1 is ready to start the transportation immediately. To accept the order, the airship needs to move from site E to site A (300 km). The cost is (300×500)×7=5600000 mu and the time required for the execution is (300+500)/10=80 hours, ie about 3.5 days. Therefore, A1 can meet the deadline of 20 September.

A2 will have to complete its current transportation task first and then move to site A to undertake the execution of the new order O1. If A2 is currently located at site O, it will need to cover the route O-C-O-A (750 km) and then move from A-D (550 km) to complete the order A1. The time required for the execution will be (250+250+500)/15=83.3 hours, ie, also about 3.5 days and thus also will meet the deadline. The cost will be (250+250+250+500)×3=45000 mu.

Both A1 and A2 can handle a 5-ton cargo and both agents can meet the deadline of 20 September. Therefore the criteria to consider is which is the more costly agent. The result is that A2 is cheaper at 4500 mu, which results in a greater profit margin of 15,000–4500=10,500 mu, whereas for A1 the profit margin is only 15,000–5600=9,400 mu.

FIG. 4 shows the negotiations between agents where the line 141 denotes the query sent by O1 to A1. Line 146 denotes the reply (offer) from A1. Line 148 denotes the query sent to A2. Line 150 denotes the reply (offer) from A2. Line 152 denotes the booking of A2 and the established relation between the agents O1 and A2.

Situation 2:

Now consider the case where one hour later, a new order for cargo is received by the system and is assigned a new
order agent referred to herein as “O2”. That is, an 8-ton cargo needs to be transported from point C to point B (150 km) for 20,000 mu. The deadline is 17 September. Only A2 can execute this order, because A1 would not be able to meet the deadline since A1 would need (500+150)/10=65 hours, or about 3 days and therefore must not be able to meet the required deadline of 17 September (2 days away). In contrast, A2 would need only (250+150)/15=23.3 hours, or about 1 day to complete this order. However, A2 has already been booked by O1 in situation 1 above.

[0067] Thus, an enquiry from the agent O2 to agent A2 results in the following negotiation:

[0068] A2 sends a message to O1 requesting permission to be released from the previously established relation with a view to accepting O2 and offering in return an unspecified compensation

[0069] O1 attempts to oblige, by contacting A1 and A2 again and receives from A1 the same offer as in situation 1, which meets its deadline, but was previously rejected as the more expensive option (10400 vs 11500 mu)

[0070] O1 asks A2 to compensate the difference, i.e. 1100 mu

[0071] The O2 agent considers the request for compensation passed to it by A2. If O2 establishes a relation with A2, O2’s profit will be 20000−(250+150)×3=18950 mu. Therefore, the compensation to be paid 1100 mu to the O1 is acceptable in light of the profit which A2 expects to make from the deal 18950 mu.

[0072] FIG. 5 shows the negotiations for self-organisation of the system to arrive at an improved overall result for the system. Line 154 denotes the enquiry from O2 to A2. Line 156 denotes the proposal for re-booking from the A2 to O1. Line 158 denotes the enquiry from O1 to A1. Line 160 denotes the positive response from A1 to O1. Line 162 denotes the permission given by O1 for A2 to be re-booked. Line 164 denotes the compensation of the O1 offer, sent by A2 to O2.

[0073] In summary, A2 is re-booked and A2 now established a relation with O1, which allows A2 to establish a relation with O2 which improves the overall value of the system

[0074] A second application involving electronic commerce (E-commerce) will now be described.

[0075] Consider the example of selling cars over an Internet portal using an international network of dealers in Germany and Brazil having their own warehouses and transportation means for the delivery of cars. An agent is assigned to each order, dealer, warehouse, transportation unit, transportation slot, transportation load and car. These agents are capable of not only selling cars as is the case in existing e-commerce systems, but are also capable of self-organisation in a dynamically changing environment, thereby increasing the overall system value while still meeting the requirements of all customers. As will be described in more detail later, the agents are imbued with sufficient intelligence so that they can act autonomously by carrying out the cancellation of established relations (i.e. contracts) or the modification of these relations with the buyers’ and sellers’ permission.

[0076] FIG. 6 shows an e-commerce application. A first order 212 is from a first customer residing in Brazil for a red Mercedes cabriolet 202 with a price of 50000 mu. The car has already been paid for and is now 300 meters from the customers house, being delivered by a truck from the Brazilian dealer 214. The first customer has been waiting for it for one month already.

[0077] A second customer in Germany urgently wants to have exactly the same car and places a second order 210. Dealers in Germany 204, 206, 208 cannot find any models of this car that match the second customers requirements in their warehouses 204, 206, 208. The multi-agent system will now try to generate for the first customer an alternative offer, which would be difficult to reject, with a view to delivering the red Mercedes 202 to the second customer.

[0078] To achieve this, the second order agent 210 sends a message to the Car agent 202 (i.e. red Mercedes) with an offer, where the compensation is not specified, to induce it to change the customer. The Car agent 202, in turn, sends a message to the first order agent 212 asking for permission to change the customer.

[0079] In response, the first order agent 212 considers the situation taking into account its own and the car owner’s interests. First, the first order agent 212 turns to the Brazilian dealer 214 to find out how fast it would be possible to deliver a new car with the same characteristics. Assuming a new car is possible to be delivered within one month, this doubles the waiting period of the first customer. In accordance with a simple scenario strategy (see later) of proportional compensation, the Order 1 Agent asks the second order agent 210 for a 50% discount as compensation for the doubling of the delivery period of the car. To obtain permission for the deal, the first order agent 212 contacts the first customer, for example, by ringing his WAP phone, and offers a 50% discount in exchange for the agreement to wait another month. If the first customer agrees to wait another month, the first order agent 212 cancels the booking of the initial red car 202 and books a new car 220. The second order agent 210 in turn books the car 202 for the price which now equals its initial price plus the amount of compensation: 50,000+25,000=75,000 mu.

[0080] Now, the second order agent 210 has to negotiate with an airliner for the delivery of the car back to Germany within 2 weeks. Assuming that the airliner agrees, where even if all the flights have been fully booked negotiations can be involved with other agents representing big cargo loads to give up their transportation slots in return for compensation. Thus assuming the compensation for air transport amounts to 4000 mu, the total cost of the car is now: 50,000+25,000+4,000=79,000 mu.

[0081] This price is offered to the second Customer in Germany, who will receive the negotiation report and see the decision tree (with the urgency of his order taken into account) if required. The second customer can then either accept or reject this offer. If the customer accepts, the truck driver delivering the car to the first customers house will re-route to the airport and load the car onto the designated flight to Germany. If the customer rejects, all the achieved relations are cancelled and the initially established relation is reverted to, i.e. the car is delivered to the first customers house as planned.

[0082] If compensation is accepted and both orders are executed successfully, the agents gain additional profit by meeting the demands of each participant of the deal (i.e. Customer 1, Customer 2, airliner, etc.). Therefore through a process of self-organisation, the present invention is able to achieve dynamic changes with regards to relations between the market participants. It should be understood that to gain
the full benefits of an e-commerce application, ideally there should be no fixed prices and no fixed terms of delivery, instead everything should depend on customers’ requirements.

[0083] To achieve the possibility of carrying out self organisation as exemplified and discussed above, a particular agent architecture is described. FIG. 7 shows the basic agent architecture, which has two main parts: an agent descriptor 4 and an agent body 6. The agent descriptor 4 contains a set of properties 8, 10, 12 of the agent 2 or its relationship with other agents. The properties of an agent determine the nature of the agent. An agent property is able to refer to different scenarios 14. Each scenario can be implemented as a pre-programmed procedure that resides in a command memory 14 portion of an agent (see FIG. 8). An agent can select whichever scenario it feels will produce the optimum result. The scenario provides information on the manner of establishing a desired relation with another agent or can calculate values to check the suitability of a property for matching purposes.

[0084] Each property 10 is also capable of referring to a set of attributes 16 for matching purposes. For example, the car agent 202 in the e-commerce application has the property “colour” and the attribute “red” assigned to this property. An agent 2 has certain parts of it that can be read, for example, the agent descriptor 4 can be made “open”. In the example shown in FIG. 7, property 8 is made open so that other agents can read this property provided they have a so-called virtual “visual sensor”. Other parts of the agent descriptor 4, for example, properties 10 and 12, may not be opened and can only be opened by agents on request.

[0085] A visual sensor is the mechanism that is used by agents to read the open data fields of an agent descriptor 4. Typically, the sensing mechanism consists of a software procedure and data structure built into the agent body or alternatively the vision sensor mechanism can be transferred to an agent upon request from a base class held elsewhere in the system. The vision sensor mechanism can also have filters, which impose vision limitations such that only certain open parts of an agent descriptor can be read.

[0086] FIG. 8 shows the components of the agent body 6. The agent body has sensors 20, actuators 22, scene memory 24, a decision-making machine 26, ontology memory 28, fact memory 30 and command memory 14. Examples of sensor elements 20 include timers, vision sensors, mailbox mechanisms, etc. Some of these interact with other agents and some with the real world. The actuators 22 may include WAP phones, email, and means of accessing an agent’s database, etc. Thus, these allow established relations to be implemented in the real physical world. Ontology memory 28 is the knowledge-base that an agent possesses. Although the ontology will be discussed in more detail later it can be broadly thought of as being a knowledge-base that can be split into two categories being a “general” knowledge base or a “domain-specific” knowledge base. Although most agents can operate fairly well with a general knowledge base it has been found more efficient in certain applications to use more domain-specific knowledge bases for example in a car production application.

The sensors 20 can be used to build-up a scene memory 24 so that the agent has an idea of the surrounding virtual world. The decision-making machine 26 is the core of the agent body and interfaces with most of the other elements. It uses its own knowledge to make a decision based on its received inputs and to implement the required course of action to be output. In reaching a decision the decision-making machine 26 can also select a preferred action scenario 14 for a particular situation. For certain applications one might need the scene memory 24 but for most simple applications (for example email applications) agents rarely just need a general ontology memory 28 of the network.

[0087] The operation of each agent is based on a clock cycle which for example in the present embodiment is 300 μs. This clock cycle is allotted to all agents by a system dispatcher (not shown). The system dispatcher can be considered to be a unique and independent software object, which is executed on the processor to organise the activities of the agents. The system dispatcher is able to provide certain information to other agents in the virtual world. For example if an agent would like to have a virtual vision sensor it can make such a request to the system dispatcher which then forwards the relevant software to the requesting agent.

[0088] FIG. 9 shows a flow chart describing the steps of an agent operational cycle. Step S40 indicates the start of the agent operational cycle when an agent receives a clock edge from the system dispatcher. All of the active agents in a scene operate in synchronisation by working in parallel for each clock cycle. At step S44 each agent decides whether any important events have occurred in the scene. This decision is affected by the input sensors where in FIG. 9 a simple agent having a mailbox input sensor S42 is shown. Each agent performs a check on whether the clock cycle has run out from step S60 and receives any inputs from the mailbox at S42. If there is a new event in the scene then at step S46 the current scenario is delayed and at step S48 a new scenario is selected based on the agent ontology 28. That is, the agent might decide based on the ontology to execute a different scenario, which will be most well suited, to handle the new event. If there are no new events in the scene at step S44, the agent then proceeds to step S54 where it chooses the next command of the current scenario. Also at the end of step S50 once the new scenario has been executed the agent moves to step S54. At step S56, the next command of the current scenario is executed and output to an email actuator mechanism 22. At step S60 the agent checks whether the clock cycle has expired. If not, then the algorithm is returned to step S44 where the agent checks whether any other important events have entered the scene. If the clock has expired, step S62 stipulates that the end of the agent operational cycle has been reached.

[0089] As explained, the embodiment of the agent of FIG. 9 has a mailbox as the only input sensor and email as the only actuator. For such a simple agent it is not required to have a scene memory 24, instead a general agent ontology 28 is probably sufficient. However, it should be appreciated for more complex applications, for example the logistics example described earlier, a scene memory 24 would be required in addition to the ontology memory 28. If a scene memory is not used such an agent would not know how many other agents there exist in the virtual world and what kind of agents these are.

[0090] The virtual decision-making machine 26 is the core element of the agent body and interfaces either directly or indirectly with the other elements. The decision-making machine 26 allows each agent to select a particular scenario from a set of these scenarios by comparing their descriptors. A scenario descriptor is a shortened piece of software code providing an overview of the full scenario. The decision making machine 26 takes into account the current situation of the system using the ontology and/or scene memory where a
particular scenario will ultimately be selected which most efficiently meets the required criteria. The selected scenario is then activated and executed as a plurality of commands in real time. So as an example, one scenario might be a matching algorithm or another scenario might be to offer compensation, etc.

[0091] The ontology memory 28 is a knowledge base where knowledge is stored in terms of:
1. objects
2. relations
3. properties
4. scenarios, and
5. attributes.

[0092] Metontology is a description of all knowledge bases and describes the overall structure of ontologies. FIG. 10 shows how the basic elements of an agent ontology are interconnected. More specifically, metontology is a semantic network having basic elements shown in the rectangular boxes of FIG. 10 as nodes and the various relationships between them indicated by arrows together with the actual scenarios 14 for their interpretation. These elements and relations contain all the required knowledge for running a multi-agent system. Using metontology, any domain knowledge can be constructed as a network of elements and scenarios. For example in the logistic and e-commerce applications described earlier the ontology will include the specification of ordered products, types of products, time needed for their production, necessary components, conditions and costs of storing components in warehouses, etc.

[0093] Certain parts of the ontology memory contain knowledge which is common to all the agents. For example, the ontology containing the catalogue of components, including production times and costs is common knowledge. This common knowledge may reside in an element common to the system such as the system dispatcher or alternatively this knowledge could be placed in the ontology memory 28 of each agent. Since each agent contains a private ontology memory it is able to provide independent access to this memory and avoids conflicts from agents trying to access this memory.

[0094] As an example consider the e-commerce application where the generalised ontology of a car agent is shown in FIG. 11. A car agent 70 is shown as having three properties: the model 72, the price 76 and the colour 74. The car 70 also consists of the relations 78 and 80. The relation 78 consists of the properties of a car 70 which are the body 82, the engine 84, and the car frame 86. The car also has a relation 80 consisting of the model range which may be one of the following properties: a luxury model 88, a standard model 90 and a sport model 92. The property price 76 is shown to include a set of discount calculation action scenarios 14. An agent is then able to select the required scenario depending on the discount calculation required. The price property 76 includes a price attribute 94, which for example gives the price range that would be acceptable to a potential buyer, for example ranging from US$10,000 to US$25,000.

[0095] It should be appreciated that there are various different discount scenarios 14 that an agent can select for the ontology shown in FIG. 11. For example, in the e-commerce application a proportional discount strategy was selected where a discount of half the car price was offered as compensation for doubling the delivery time of the car. However, the following discount scenarios might also for example be available: a ‘regular customer’ discount depending on the number of the previous car purchases made; a “wholesale” discount depending on the number of cars purchased with one order; a “purchased with delayed delivery” discount where the customer pays in advance but can accept a delay in the delivery time or a “competitors prices” discount where the car price is comparable to or lower than competitors prices.

[0096] The action scenarios 14 may also include decision-making rules which are stored in the respective scenarios. For example, a scenario may contain rules of resource allocation based on profitability estimation rules or rules of estimation criteria defined by users.

[0097] The virtual decision-making machine 26 is a core element of the agent architecture (see FIG. 7). The machine 26 is implemented in a preferred embodiment as a set of procedures and data structures. The procedures are written for handling the basic data structures and actions required of an agent. For example, organizing information exchange among agents, collecting information about supply and demand dynamics, finding possible connections between agents, selecting the best connection, executing decisions and scenarios or reconsidering them if the situation changes.

[0098] As explained before each agent is described by a list of its properties and their attributes. Each agent can have properties that have attributes where each attribute may have values. Alternatively, properties can also have values. So in the example of FIG. 11, the car agent 70 has a PRICE property 76, which has an attribute PRICE RANGE 94 from $10,000 to $25,000 whereas for a particular car the average car value might be $15,000. So an agent may have a data structure as follows: <Property 1=Attribute 1>, <Property 2=Value 1>, . . . etc. To learn about agent properties, attributes and values, agents can exchange messages such as one agent asking another whether it has property 1 or whether the other agent has attribute 1 assigned to property 1, etc.

[0099] Some properties can be made “open” so that these properties are visible to other agents. This reduces the number of request messages and the complexity of the scenario logic needed. Decision making is performed on the basis of the information collected from messages, by ‘seeing’ or ‘reasoning’ agent properties and attributes and from agent ontologies. Agent ontologies typically contain knowledge of the overall virtual world model and with the scenarios govern agent behaviour in different situations.

[0100] The typical data structure for decision-making is a table of offers with information about received proposals. An example of such a table for a demand agent in a logistics application is shown in FIG. 12. In this simple example, only three properties are shown: product class, costs and time of delivery.

[0101] The structure of the table of FIG. 12 will vary, depending on the number of properties that have been defined for an agent. The virtual decision-making machine can perform the following basic table operations: creating/deleting the table, defining or clearing fields, sorting offers according to a field and searching for a string using patterns.

[0102] The most important step is to choose the best offer. This procedure can be very complex. The simplest case is when there is a full matching possible between demand and supply so in the present embodiment when both the resource agent contains all the properties requested by the demand agent, i.e. the class of product, price and time of delivery are all matched. A more complex case is when demand and supply are close to each other as measured by an agreed metrics, i.e. partial matching. Partial (dissatisfied) matching may be
when one of the properties is matched, for example if the resource agent has the same product class but the cost and time of delivery cannot be satisfied.

[0103] In a preferred embodiment, to accomplish matching between demand and resource properties a demand agent sends a request, indicating the required criteria for matching of an agents properties and their values. For example, the request message might be ‘Are there any A class resources with value Z1 for property A1, importance I1, and with value Z2 for property A2, importance I2?’ etc. This query may be either directed to a group of agents or broadcast to all agents. Resource agents then check their corresponding resource properties and their attributes in the ontology memory and respond. Even if they do not match those indicated in the request, resources can be offered as possible candidates for partial matching.

[0104] There are two ways to perform the priority-based demand-resource properties matching:

1. Sequential matching of properties, starting with top-priority properties. The first demand agent sends a message to resource agents: “I am class N Demand Agent. If there are any class N Resource Agents with name S1, specify your value”. After it receives their replies, the demand agent creates a ‘property-value’ data structure table. From the table it chooses one or more suitable offers and sends to their agents the question: “Do you have property S2? If yes, then what value does it have?” This way of performing matching allows the agent to: proceed from more important properties to less important; apply the partial matching strategy (i.e. by possibly not paying attention to properties of minor importance); reduce the number of comparing operations; keep its closed property values hidden and changing the accessibility in accordance with its negotiation strategy or market situation (for example if the number of competitors changes).

2. Parallel matching through a mediator. Demand agents disclose their open and closed properties to a mediator, who calculates indexes and returns them to agents. Agents do not know exact values of other agents’ properties, but are aware of the degree of their similarity or difference as indicated by indexes.

[0105] FIG. 13 shows an embodiment of the steps of negotiations between agents. At step S300 a scenario is run for establishing relations then at step S302 a demand agent reads from its ontology memory 28 a list of suitable resource agents. The demand agent then sends request messages S306 to all suitable resource agents at step S306. Step S308 may also be performed if there are any changes in the virtual world scene S304. At step S310 the demand agent waits for a reply from the resource agents S312. Then, at step S314 a decision making table as shown in FIG. 12 is compiled. At step S316, the best offer can be selected where at step S318, a request message is sent for establishing a relation with the chosen resource agent S320. At step S322, the demand agent waits for the reply message from the resource agent S324. If the reply is negative S326 then the negotiation procedure loops back to step S318 where the demand agent makes a proposal to the next best resource agent. If the answer is positive S328, then a relation is said to be established. Finally at step S330, once a relation has been established the demand agent switches to its passive mode until such time as there are changes in the scene S304.

[0106] A further embodiment of a data structure that is used by the decision-making machine is shown in FIG. 14. FIG. 14 gives the agent a current indication of the market, where for each product the current average price is calculated based on a history of negotiations between agents and the current demand for the product in the market. The agent is then able to determine whether there is currently an increase or decrease in the average price of the product. For example, if there is a decrease in the market it might be better for a resource agent to wait until the market recovers.

[0107] It should be appreciated that a multi-agent system according to the present invention might be implemented using the client-server based embodiment shown in FIG. 15. More specifically, processing and execution of the agents is performed by a server, whereas client terminals operate as a user interface allowing users located throughout the world to input or output information to or from the system. The human user can thus enter information, or receive information from the system where for example, a car salesman through his experience will have knowledge as to the average market price of a car having certain characteristics. The car salesman is then able to enter this information into the system. The client terminal transmits the entered information to the server for processing such that the ontology of each of the relevant agents in the system is updated with this knowledge, which may be used for matching purposes.

1. An agent adapted for negotiating in a virtual environment, the agent comprising:

an agent descriptor implemented as an executable program and comprising a set of properties which determine the negotiating characteristics of the agent; and

an agent body implemented as an executable program and comprising at least one sensor for receiving information from the virtual environment, at least one actuator for interacting with the environment, and a decision engine operable in an active state during a predetermined time period to execute a decision making process based on the information received from the at least one sensor wherein the decision engine is operable to establish a relation with another agent in dependence on the negotiating characteristics and to determine a value representing the quality of the established relation.

* * * * *